MANIFESTO

I, Kamlesh Kumar (15D070032), as the Mess Councilor of Hostel 2, will propose to undertake the following tasks during my tenure:

IMPROVEMENTS:

➢ Conduct Regional Dinners with dishes from different regions, at least thrice a Sem.
➢ Re-Introduce Fruit Bread (weekly) and Parle-G (thrice a week) in Tiffin and Breakfast.
➢ Ensure Variety in Food Items like Refreshment Drinks, Cereal Flakes, Papad, Achar, Butter, and Condiments.
➢ Stick posters in mess Urging students to Not Waste Food.
➢ Ensure that Mess menu is updated weekly on the website
➢ Make sure that reviews about the food are taken offline at least once a month.
➢ Try to smoothen the process of Bhatura/Paratha distribution in times of high demand.
➢ Try to make Bread-Butter counter more efficient by moving it to a more spacious area.

GENERAL DUTIES:

➢ Try to ensure that Price of Food per day doesn’t increase.
➢ Conduct Tea Party once each semester.
➢ Organize Gala Dinner once each semester.
➢ Conduct special meals on different festivals and occasions.
➢ Ensure that Veg and Non-Veg. Food items are stored and prepared separately.
➢ Get the complaints register checked regularly.
➢ Ensure that the Mess will be kept clean and hygienic.
➢ Ensure availability of Mess Food to GC participants after dinner as demanded by the Sports Council
➢ Ensure that mess equipment is maintained as per Annual Maintenance Contract.
➢ Maintain a good rapport with mess manager and workers by being in regular contact and taking into account their feedback and also keep check on them.
➢ Conduct Surprise checking of Raw Materials and Hygiene to Ensure correct Brands and quantity is used.
➢ Impose strict fine on the Caterer for violation of any rule according to Mess tender.
OTHER DUTIES:
➢ Extend my support and cooperation to the council during PAF and VALFI.
➢ Coordinate with the secretaries for the better functioning of the mess.
➢ Publicize the use of complaint register for any mess related issues.
➢ Ensure that mess council will work with other council members wherever help is needed in hostel work.
➢ Will actively participate in GCs and other hostel events.

INITIATIVES:
➢ Will conduct a zero wastage day to one meal per month in order to reduce food wastage
➢ Surprise check to ensure that brands and terms mentioned in contract are being followed in mess
➢ Will propose to buy Toaster, Tandoor for Mess to provide Tandoori Roti, Tandoori starters etc
➢ Special Lunch on Sunday
➢ Issue of utensils and proper maintenance
➢ Will introduce white-board to write about specialty of Dish(calories,ingredients)
➢ Put up stats about Food Wastage in mess on H2 Forum weekly